NOTES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:

1. MATERIAL: HIGH TEMP SPACED MATTE SILVER POLY .003" THICK. CANNOT BE REMOVED WITHOUT BEING DESTROYED. UL 9691.
2. SERIAL NUMBER KEY:
   - 1ST CHARACTER ("A"): REPLACE WITH LETTER 'A' THROUGH 'L', REPRESENTING THE MONTH: 'A' = JAN, 'B' = FEB, 'C' = MARCH, ETC.
   - 4TH CHARACTER ("_"): KEEP AS UNDERSCORE AT ALL TIMES.
   - 5TH THRU 10TH CHARACTERS ("345678"): NUMBER REPRESENTING BUILD NUMBER.
   - "MM-YY" REPRESENT THE TWO DIGIT MONTH AND YEAR THE UNIT WAS MANUFACTURED.

3. THE TEXT "REPLACEMENT LABEL" MUST ONLY BE ADDED IN THE CASE WHERE A REPLACEMENT LABEL IS SENT TO THE CUSTOMER. THIS TEXT MUST BE LOCATED AS SHOWN.

4. MATERIAL: HIGH TEMP SPACED MATTE SILVER POLY .003" THICK. CANNOT BE REMOVED WITHOUT BEING DESTROYED. UL 9691.
5. ALL TEXT, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED: ARIEL, SIZE 12.
6. BACKGROUND COLOR: 3.
7. TEXT COLOR: BLACK (CUMMINS PACIFIC LOGO, AS SHOWN).
8. POSITION ALL TEXT AS SHOWN.

REVISIONS

REV. DESCRIPTION DATE
A INITIAL MANUFACTURING RELEASE PER ECO-470 7/10/15

MATERIAL

FINISH

DRAWN

ENG APPR.

PURCH. APPR.

MFG APPR.

QC APPR.

TITLE: LABEL, VERIFICATION, CARB, DPF ONLY

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

TOLERANCES:

ANGULAR: 1.0 NO DECIMAL

0.5 ONE PLACE DECIMAL

0.1 TWO PLACE DECIMAL

0.03 THREE PLACE DECIMAL

0.005 FOUR PLACE DECIMAL

INTERPRET GEOMETRIC TOLERANCING PER: ASME Y14.5-2009

SCALE:

1:1

WEIGHT: 0.03
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